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Visualizing Biological Samples in Liquid Solution by Electron Microscopy Gang Ren, Lei Zhang, Zhuoyang Lu, Bo Peng, Ed Wong, Dongsheng Lei, Meng Zhang, Matthew j. Rames. Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA, USA. Liquid water is essential to life on earth. The cell, the basic component of all living organisms, functions through the action of proteins in a liquid environment. Consequently, the ability to directly visualize protein structure at nanometer-resolution in a liquid environment would dramatically advance mechanistic understanding of protein function in cellular activity. Current techniques in imaging biological samples in liquid solution are limited by micrometer scale resolution, Fluorescence-labeled, dehydrated, fixed, stained or frozen in ice. Here, we report an electron microscopic approach for imaging label-free, nearnative biological samples in liquid environment. By passing electrons through a thin layer of liquid-buffer sealed within a micro-chamber, we directly visualized the structure of proteins, viruses, bacteria and human cells at nanometer resolution, even achieved their 3D structures. For example, the electron tomographic 3D reconstruction (Figure) of a label-free living bacteria, Magnetospirillum magneticum in growth medium showed a smooth outer shell and internal components, such as poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) (PHB), chromosomal mass (CR), magnetosomes (MG) and internal septal layer. These results suggest the method offers both a general-purpose and high-throughput tool for imaging the structure of biological samples in nearnative physiological liquid conditions. Dynamin-related protein 1 (Drp1) belongs to a family of large GTPase proteins that regulate membrane dynamics and morphology. Self-assembly of cytosolic Drp1 into larger oligomers on the surface of mitochondria is essential for ensuing membrane fission. Preliminary studies show that in vitro reconstitutions of Drp1 emulate key features of the mitochondrial division machinery and provide a model system for evaluating conformational changes that drive membrane remodeling. To understand Drp1 self-assembly, cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) will be used to determine the 3D structures of both the pre-assembly state and helical oligomers. More specifically, recombinant Drp1 forms stable tetramers in solution that are amenable to EM analysis. In the presence of non-hydrolyzable GTP analogs and/or synthetic liposomes, Drp1 further assembles into helical oligomers with varying diameters, suggesting ligand-induced conformational changes. Cryo-EM studies will determine the 3D structures of reconstituted Drp1 oligomers to reveal key intermolecular interactions and conformational changes that drive Drp1 self-assembly and mediate mitochondrial membrane fission. Cryo-transmission electron tomography (CET) has emerged as a vital tool for structural biology studies of cells and viruses. Direct imaging of fully hydrated, vitrified material represents the state of the art for preservation of biological samples. Lacking heavy metal stains, CET relies on phase contrast typically obtained by defocusing the sample. The dependence on phase coherence, as well as cumulative radiation damage on frozen hydrated specimens, impose an inherent upper limit on sample thickness and usable tilt range. Even with energy filtration to remove the contribution of inelastic scattering, CET suffers from "missing wedge" effects and low signal-to-noise ratio. Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) circumvents the need for phase contrast with incoherent detection, and has recently been extended to biological tomography. However the weak electron scattering by light elements was thought to preclude its application to unstained cryogenic specimens. We show this not to be the case. To the contrary, we find that raster scanning permits a higher total dose than conventional wide-field imaging, and the independent STEM detection in bright and dark field detectors provides sufficient contrast to show detailed cellular architecture similar to that provided by wide-field tomography. An important difference is that the specimen remains dynamically in focus even at high very tilts up to 70
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. This significantly improves the depth resolution in reconstructions. Sample thickness limitations are also relaxed. We demonstrate the cryo-STEM tomography (CSTET) method using unstained, vitrified bacteria and human epithelial cells. Optimization-based image recovery algorithms exploiting sparse representations, such as compressed sensing (CS), are emerging as powerful tools in image denoising and dosage reduction for biomedical imaging. The efficacy of CS recovery for any imaging application hinges on the structure of the images to be reconstructed, the structure of the measurement process, and the structure of image noise. In particular, the utility of CS-ET for undersampled tomogram reconstruction relies on the image satisfying constraints of an a priori image structural model, a dependency, which hints at the theoretical connections between CS and regularization techniques for image recovery. We examine these issues in the context of electron tomography (ET) for membranous cellular organelles, analyzing the ultrastructural sparsity in the datasets, and addressing the structure of the shot noise. Using numerical simulations, we compare reconstructions from the standard tilt series acquisition technique and a randomized tilt-angle variant, against a benchmark CS measurement scheme. To assess 598a reconstruction quality, CS reconstructions were compared with weighted backprojections of two classes of phantom: (1) derived from experimental data, and (2) derived from a generative model that approximates the structure of membrane-bound organelles. We are investigating the application of the CS approach for decreasing acquisition times and electron dose, and for improving the reconstruction quality of electron tomograms recorded from micrometerthick specimens of neuronal tissues in the scanning transmission electron microscope. This work was supported in part by the Intramural Research Program of NIBIB, NIH.
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Helical Organization of Coagulation Factor VIII on Lipid Nanotubes Svetla Stoilova-McPhie, Jaimy Miller, Daniela Dalm, Kirill Grushin. NCB, UTMB, Galveston, TX, USA. Human factor VIII (FVIII) is a multidomain-plasma glycoprotein critical for blood coagulation which when activated (FVIIIa) functions as a co-factor to the serine protease factor IXa (FIXa) within the membrane-bound tenase complex. We have developed single bilayer lipid nanotubes (LNT) resembling by dimensions and lipid composition the activated platelet pseudopodia holding the tenase complex in vivo. We have successfully organized helically recombinant FVIII on LNT and calculate the membrane-bound structure at resolution sufficient to resolve its membrane-bund domain organization. In this work, we present the macromolecular organization of human FVIII helically organized on LNT, as resolved by Cryo-electron microscopy at intermediate resolution (10 -15 Å ) which we compare to the porcine FVIII membrane-bound structure from helical assemblies on LNT at the same experimental conditions. We compare these structures to the FVIII structures when organized in 2D and 3D crystals and when attached to lipid nanodisks (ND), to define the conformational space and flexibility of this important for blood coagulation macromolecule. Our goal is to identify the FVIII protein-protein and protein-lipid interfaces critical for the tenase complex assembly and function. This work is supported by a National Scientist Development grant from the American Heart Association: 10SDG3500034 and UTMB-NCB startup funds to SSM. SSM acknowledge the staff of the Cryo-EM facility, the scientific computing facility and the director of the Sealy Center for Structural biology at UTMB (www.scsb.utmb.edu) Dr. Monte Pettitt.
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Answering Real Biological Questions by Combining Cryo-TEM, XRD and NMR Eric Hnath, Marc Storms, Jeff Lengyel, Thomas Wohlfarth. FEI, Eindhoven, Netherlands. A new frontier exists in unraveling interactive biological and biochemical processes and pathways at the macromolecular level. Of critical importance is the three-dimensional visualization of protein complexes and molecular machines in their native functional state. Three techniques play a major role in orchestrating this. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) has the capability to study specific protein domains or fragments and their role in protein folding and dynamics and in ligand binding. X-Ray crystallography (XRD) provides high-resolution but more static 3D structures of apo and liganded proteins, mainly in a monomeric or dimeric state after crystallization. To unravel more physiologically relevant situations, it is essential to visualize multimeric complexes in their tertiary and quaternary state and their interaction with other complexes. By performing cryo-transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) applications like single particle analysis or tomography, this can be achieved. Cryo-TEM provides complementary information to NMR and XRD that can be crucial for understanding the structure of protein complexes that when combined can help answer real biological as well as medically relevant questions. Recent developments in cryo-TEM have brought the three major structural biology technologies closer together. When combined with molecular dynamics simulations, a continuum has been reached on all important aspects with regards to resolution and macromolecular scales which allows for full deployment of the combination of these technologies. Here, we will illustrate the historical context of these technologies with respect to one another and show how recent developments have reached the critical requirements needed to fully unleash the power of structural biology for not just answering fundamental questions, but actually contributing to curing diseases and improving health. We will discuss the future of structural biology based on results from recent publications and expected developments over the next several years. In cryo-electron microscopy of vitreously frozen biological specimens, phase-plate imaging can greatly increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the micrographs. When routinely used, this imaging technique may be the method of choice for cryo-electron tomography, in which each image in the tilt-series data set suffers from a high noise background due to the lowelectron-dose exposure. Utilizing the Zernike phase-contrast imaging technique, we have carried out an electron tomographic study of the axonemal microtubule doublets and their associated radial spokes. The reconstructed tomogram displays a strong contrast. The quality of the resultant density maps, obtained by sub-volume averaging of a single tomogram in this study, is comparable with that from the averaging of many cryo-tomograms without using the phase-plate. An emerging strategy for solving medium-resolution (5-10 Å ) structures entails complexing the protein of interest with monoclonal antibodies and solving the complex by single particle transmission electron microscopy (TEM.) The addition of Fabs to target molecules is an attractive strategy because it increases the mass of the complex (improving its resolvability by single-particle TEM), adds a fiducial marker that aids the interpretation of the resulting volume maps, and potentially elucidates an immunological site of interest. We note a possible limitation to this approach owing to the localization of the Fabs in the resulting complex. Alignment parameters that optimize the Fab constant domains' convergence may come at the expense of the visualization of the core particle of interest. We evaluate the implications of this conjecture with respect to both experimental and synthetic data.
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Resolving the Structural Basis of Factor VIII Activation Daniela Dalm, Kirill Grushin, Alexey Y. Koyfman, Jaimy Miller, Svetla Stoilova-McPhie. University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, TX, USA. Activated Factor VIII (FVIIIa) is the essential co-factor for the serine protease Factor IXa (FIXa) in the membrane-bound Tenase complex. In the blood coagulation process, the interaction between FVIIIa and FIXa in presence of Ca 2þ and phospholipids amplifies the proteolytic activity of Factor IXa more than 100.000 times. The Tenase complex catalyzes the activation of Factor X and initiates a cascade of multi-protein complex formation which amplifies the Thrombin production and secures the formation of a blood clot. Here we report for the first time the 3D-structure of the membrane-bound FVIIIa form, which is the most physiologically relevant in relation to the delicate equilibrium of hemostasis and thrombosis. The structure of the membrane bound light chain (domains A3-C1-C2) of human FVIII helically organized onto lipid bilayer nanotubes (LNT) clarified that the domains adopt a different organization than in the crystal structure which represents the molecule in solution. These differences of the membranebound FVIII structure have to be confirmed for the full length FVIII protein and the active form. To achieve this, high resolution Cryo-EM data of porcine FVIII and FVIIIa helically organized on LNT at closest to physiological conditions were collected. A newly developed process of iterated rounds of 2D refinement was applied to select only highly organized homogenous helical segments for an effective iterative helical real-space reconstruction (IHRSR). The calculated porcine FVIII and FVIIIa membrane-bound structures at subnanometer resolution were combined with flexible docking to define the changes in the FVIIIa interfaces important for its function. Understanding the structural differences and similarities between the membrane-bound activated FVIII and the non-activated FVIII will make an indispensable contribution to the field of coagulation in determining unique targets for the design of specific therapeutic drugs against Hemophilia A and thrombosis.
